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v Turn & talk

L T & DOK revisit

v Time to process

earlier break

v Clearer vision of the process
v Pacing
v Real life examples
v Linking standards to instructional practices

Learning Targets
v I can articulate the BIG IDEAS of each of the 5

Keys to Quality Assessment.
v I can implement at least two strategies from the 5

Keys to Quality Assessment to create a more robust
picture of student growth and achievement.
v I can evaluate assessments and determine their

DOK.
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Where is the assessment piece?
!!
!

7
Reflect;
monitor and
evaluate
results
!

6
Create
a theory
of action
!

!

5
Determine
results
indicators

1
Plan and
prepare
instruction

!

2
Organize
and chart
data

TEAM
PROCESS
4
Select
common
instructional
strategies

!

3
Analyze
data and
prioritize
needs

Assessment Literacy
v “Assessment-literate

educators understand
that assessments can serve a variety of
important uses and fulfill purposes in both
supporting and verifying learning. They
know that quality assessments arise from
crystal-clear achievement targets and are
designed and built to satisfy specific
assessment quality control criteria.” (CASL,
page 2)

Why CFAs are
important!
Most schools have a tendency to cover lots of content
before allowing students to use that content in
authentic situations.
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Authentic Assessment
v Keep a food diary of the lunches they eat in the

school cafeteria for the week.
v Using their knowledge of “My Plate,”
(www.choosemyplate.gov/),

students will:

v determine the most healthful and least healthful

options offered in the cafeteria.
v Write a persuasive letter to the cafeteria manager

about how to create more balanced offerings by
suggesting alternatives.

Black and Wiliam (1998)
v Synthesized over 250 studies linking assessment and

learning. Their findings: Initiatives designed to enhance
effectiveness of the way assessment is used in the
classroom to promote learning can raise student
achievement. (Most substantial for low-achieving
students)
v Improving learning through assessment depends on:
v Effective feedback to students
v Student involvement in learning
v Adjusting teaching to respond to results of assessment
v Recognition of the influence assessment has on motivation
and self-esteem (crucial influences on learning)
v Need for students to assess themselves and understand
how to improve

Accurate Assessment

Key 1:
Clear
Purpose

Key 2:
Clear
Targets

Key 1: Clear Purpose

The Keys
to
Quality
Assessment

Key 2: Clear Targets

What's the purpose?
Who will use the results?
What will they use the results to do?

What are the learning targets?
Are they clear?
Are they appropriate?

Key 3:
Sound
Design

Key 3: Sound Design
What method?
Quality questions?
Sampled how?
Avoid bias how?

Page 5 in CASL book

Key 4:

Key 4:
Effective Communication

Effective
How manage information?
How report? To whom?
Communication

Key 5: Student Involvement

Key 5: Student
Involvement

Students are users, too.
Students need to understand targets, too.
Students can assess, too.
Students can track progress and communicate, too.

Effectively Used
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The Keys
to
Quality
Assessment

Key to Quality One: Clear Purpose
BIG Ideas!
v Who is going to use the information from

this assessment?

v Student, teacher, parent, school,

district, state, community

v How will they use it?
v Formative or summative?
v What information, in what detail, do they

need?

v The answers to the first two questions

determines the answer to this
question…

Key to Quality One: Clear Purpose

How does assessment for learning motivate students?
v

From the student’s perspective…every assignment is an assessment!

v

How often do our “assessments” meet student needs?

Turn and Talk:
What purpose does formative assessment data play in
the data team process? Summative assessment data?
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Formative/Summative Discussion
With the people at your table (groups of 3)
v Read and discuss the assessments listed
v Decide if each is formative or summative
v Tell why?
Use these sentence frames:
v I think this is _________ because _________
v It could be both because _________.
v If you use it to _______, then it would be
______.

Assessment List
v OAKS/SBAC assessments
v District/State Writing Assessment
v Running Record
v Classwork/Homework
v Progress Monitors/Quiz
v Universal Screener
v Ticket out the Door/Exit Tickets
v English Language Proficiency Assessment
v Pre-assessment
v Work samples

The Keys
to
Quality
Assessment
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Without Clear Targets We Can’t
Do Any of the Following…
v Know if the assessment adequately covers and

samples what we taught.
v Correctly identify what students know and don’t know

and their level of achievement.
v Plan next steps in instruction.
v Give detailed, descriptive feedback to students.
v Have students self-assess or set goals likely to help them

learn more.
v Keep track of student learning target by target or

standard by standard.
v Complete a standards-based report card.

Key to Quality Two: Clear Targets
BIG Ideas!
v Learning Targets make the purpose of the

instruction clear to the teacher and the student.
v There are different kinds of targets.
v Classroom assessments must reflect the learning

targets: what was taught, what students had the
opportunity to learn, or what they will have the
opportunity to learn.
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Clear targets and DOK
v The DOK level should reflect the complexity of the

cognitive processes demanded by the task outlined
by the objective, rather than its difficulty.
Ultimately the DOK level describes the kind of
thinking required by a task, not whether or not the
task is “difficult.”
v You Tube Video - DOK - Rose Marsh, NYC DOE
Promising Practice Plus
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WMqKN7edRcU

Determining DOK
v The objective’s central verb(s) alone is/are not

sufficient information to assign a DOK level.
v Consider the complexity of the task and/or

information, prior knowledge for students at the
grade level, and the mental processes used to
satisfy the requirements set forth in the objective.

Five Types of Learning Targets
v Knowledge Targets
v Factual information, procedural knowledge, and

conceptual understandings underpinning each
discipline.
v Reasoning Targets
v Thought processes students are to learn to do well
within a range of subjects.
v Skill Targets
v Demonstration or physical skill-based
performance is at the heart of the learning.
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Five Types of Learning Targets
v Product Targets
v Where creation of a product is the focus of the

learning. Specifications for quality of the product
itself are the focus of teaching and assessment.
v Disposition Targets
v Attitudes, motivations, and interests that affect
students’ approach to learning.

Knowledge Targets
Mastery of substantive
subject content where
mastery includes both
knowing and
understanding it.

Knowledge Examples
v Identify metaphors and similes
v Read and write quadratic equations
v Describe the function of a cell

membrane

v Know the multiplication tables
v Explain the effects of an acid on a

base
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Reasoning Targets

The ability to use
knowledge and
understanding to
figure things out and
to solve problems.

Reasoning, continued
v It includes the engagement of some mental

processing beyond recalling or reproducing a
response. This level generally requires students
to contrast or compare people, places, events
and concepts; convert information from one
form to another; classify or sort items into
meaningful categories; describe or explain
issues and problems, patterns, cause and effect,
significance or impact, relationships, points of
view or processes.

Reasoning Examples
v Use statistical methods to describe, analyze,

evaluate, and make decisions.
v Make a prediction based on evidence.
v Examine data/results and propose a

meaningful interpretation.
v Distinguish between historical fact and

opinion.
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Skill Targets

The development of
proficiency in doing
something where the
process is most
important.

Skill
v Items falling into this category demand a short-term

use of higher order thinking processes, such as
analysis and evaluation, to solve real-world
problems with predictable outcomes.
v Require coordination of knowledge and skill from

multiple subject-matter areas to carry out processes
and reach a solution. Key processes that often
denote this particular level include: analyze,
explain and support with evidence,
generalize, and create.

Skill Examples
v Measure mass in metric and SI units
v Use simple equipment and tools to gather data
v Read aloud with fluency and expression
v Participates in civic discussions with the aim of

solving current problems
v Dribbles to keep the ball away from an opponent
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Product Targets
The ability to create
tangible products that
meet certain
standards of quality
and present concrete
evidence of academic
proficiency.

Product
v Demand extended use of higher order thinking

processes such as synthesis, reflection, assessment
and adjustment of plans over time. Students are
engaged in conducting investigations to solve realworld problems with unpredictable outcomes.
v Key strategic thinking processes that denote this

particular level include: synthesize, reflect,
conduct, and manage.

Product Examples
v Construct a bar graph
v Develop a personal health-related fitness plan
v Construct a physical model of an object
v Write a term paper to support a thesis
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FIRST GRADE
Standard/Benchmark:
Produce writing to communicate with different audiences for a variety of
purposes.
Type:

Knowledge

Reasoning

Skill

Product

Learning Targets:
What are the knowledge, reasoning, skill, or product targets underpinning the standard?

Knowledge
Targets

Reasoning
Targets

Skill
Targets

Product
Targets

Hold a pencil correctly

Know what a
sentence is
Understand
concept
of word choice

Distinguish the uses
Or meanings of a
variety of words
(word choice)

Print letters correctly
according to DN methods
Space words
Use lines and margins
correctly

Write sentences
with varied
beginnings.

Stretch out sounds in words
to create a temporary
spelling of the word

Learning Target Types
Classify these:
Knowledge, Reasoning, Skill, Product, or Disposition
v Recognizes acute, obtuse, and right angles.
v View oneself as capable of doing mathematics.
v Identifies shapes as two-dimensional or three-dimensional.
v Measures the length of an object twice, using length units of

different lengths for two measurements.
v Uses data from a random sample to draw inferences about a

population with an unknown characteristic of interest.
v Draws a bar graph to represent a data set with up to four

categories.

Creating Targets for “Driving
a Car with Skill”
• What knowledge will students need to demonstrate the
intended learning?

• What patterns of reasoning will they need to master?
• What skills are required, if any?
• What product development capabilities must they acquire,
if any?
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Driving a Car with Skill
• Knowledge
• Know the law
• Read signs and understand what they mean
• Reasoning
• Evaluate “am I safe” and synthesize information to
take action if needed
• Skills
• Steering, shifting, parallel parking …
• Products
• (not appropriate target for standard)

v
As you
deconstruct v
standards,
remember, v
“If…, then…” v

If a standard is knowledge…
If a standard is reasoning then…
If a standard is a skill then…
If a standard is a product then…

Disposition can both stand alone or be paired
with any other target type.

K=
K targets

R=

S=

K+R
targets

K+R+S
Targets

P=
K + R +S*+P
targets
(*Not always S)

What does it look like to deconstruct a standard?
v Step 1: Standard:
v 2.NBT.9: Explain why addition and subtraction strategies

work, using place value and the properties of operations.
v Step 2: Type of Target?
v Reasoning target
v Step 3a: Nouns?
v Addition, subtraction, place value, properties of

operations
v Step 3b: Verbs?
v Explain (using place value and properties)
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Step 4: Knowledge Targets that
underpin the reasoning.
 Know addition and subtraction strategies using place

value and properties of 0perations related to addition
and subtraction.

Step 5: Reasoning Targets
•

Explain why addition and subtraction strategies
work based on place value and properties of
operations work.

Step 6: Write targets in student friendly language.
 I can explain why addition strategies work using

place value and properties of operations.
 I can explain why subtraction strategies work using

place value and properties of operations.
 I can use drawings or objects to support my

explanations.

Time for a Debate
Do you deconstruct the standards
yourself?
Or
Do you use outside resources?
And
Other than time…
WHY?
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What if we don’t agree????
If we cannot agree or are confused – we need to use
high quality resources to verify.
Look at standards above and below grade level to
grasp the progression
Smarter Balanced Assessment Blueprints
District materials
Kentucky Deconstructed Standards
See www.EducationalExcellence.org

http://community.ksde.org/Default.aspx?tabid=5646
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Statement 1
Understanding the different types of learning
targets should guide instructional choices,
NOT assessment practice.
Disagree
Rationale: There should be alignment between the
type of learning target and the method of assessment.
A target that asks students to analyze would be best
suited to a written response or verbal conference, not a
multiple choice quiz.
Source: 2012, pg. 24, Expeditionary Learning Outward Bound, Inc.
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Statement 2
Informing the students of the learning target by
telling them what it is or by writing it on the
board is sufficient.
Disagree
Rationale: Having students be able to recall or recite
the objective is necessary but not sufficient for their
understanding it.

Source: Brookhart, S.M., Moss, C.M., 2009, Advancing Formative Assessment in Every Classroom, ASCD

Statement 3
Learning targets should be different for
different groups of students.
Disagree
Rationale: In a classroom geared toward all students
meeting standards of proficiency, the learning targets
themselves should remain consistent.
The instructional strategies to help students meet the
target is what should be differentiated to meet the
needs of a diverse group of learners.
2012, pg. 23, Expeditionary Learning Outward Bound, Inc.

Statement 4
Learning targets are most powerful when they
guide learning experiences that are engaging
and require critical thinking.
Agree
Rationale: When learning targets are linked to the
context for learning, students are more engaged as
learners.
Critical thinking and problem solving skills become a
part of the compelling curriculum and guide student
learning experiences.
2012, pg. 24, Expeditionary Learning Outward Bound, Inc.
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If CFAs are the tool we are going to
use, then how do we do it right…
so we can use it well?

The Keys
to
Quality
Assessment

Key Three: Sound Design Competencies
v Learning targets are translated into assessments

that yield accurate results.
v Design assessments to serve intended formative and

summative purposes.
v Select assessment methods to match intended

learning targets.
v Understand and apply principles of sampling learning

appropriately.
v Write and/or select assessment items, tasks, scoring

guides, and rubrics that meet standards of quality.
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Key to Quality 3: Sound Design
1. Decide WHO will use
the assessment

3. Decide
HOW to assess

2. Decide WHAT to assess
4. Develop the
Assessment Plan

5. Write the Assessment
6. Review the
Assessment

7. Set scoring
agreements/Timeline

Give the assessment!

Assessment Methods
v Selected Response
v Students select the correct or best response from a list provided.

v Written Response
v Students construct an answer in response to a question or task

rather than to select the answer from a list.
v Performance Assessment
v Students complete a task that is evaluated by judging the level

of quality using a rubric.
v Personal Communication
v Students share what they have learned through structured and

unstructured interactions with teachers.

Target-Method Match
Selected
Response

Written
Response

Performance
Assessment

Personal
Communication

Good

Strong

Partial

Strong

Good

Strong

Partial

Strong

Partial

Poor

Strong

Partial

Poor

Poor

Strong

Poor

Knowledge

Reasoning

Skill

Product
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Performance
Assessment

Personal
Communication

Knowledge

Good: Can assess
isolated elements of
knowledge and some
relationships among
them

Selected Response

Strong: Can assess
elements of
knowledge and
relationships among
them

Written Response

Partial: Can assess
elements of
knowledge and
relationships among
them in certain
contexts

Strong: Can assess
elements of knowledge
and relationships
among them

Reasoning

Good: Can assess
many but not all
reasoning targets

Strong: Can assess
all reasoning targets

Partial: Can assess
reasoning targets in
the context of
certain tasks in
certain contexts

Strong: Can assess all
reasoning targets

Skill

Partial: Good match
for some
measurement skill
targets; not a good
match otherwise

Poor: Cannot assess
skill level; can only
assess prerequisite
knowledge and
reasoning

Strong: Can
observe and assess
skills as they are
being performed

Partial: Strong match
for some oral
communication
proficiencies; not a
good match otherwise

Product

Poor: Cannot assess
the quality of a
product; can only
assess prerequisite
knowledge and
reasoning

Poor: Cannot assess
the quality of a
product; can only
assess prerequisite
knowledge and
reasoning

Strong: Can
directly assess the
attributes of quality
of products

Poor: Cannot assess
the quality of a
product; can only
assess prerequisite
knowledge and
reasoning

What does it look like to create a
Target-Method Match?
Standard: 3.RL.4---Determine the meaning of words and
phrases as they are used in a text, distinguishing literal from
nonliteral language.
Learning Target

Target Type
K, R, S, P

1.

I am learning to find literal and
nonliteral words and phrases in
different texts I read.

Knowledge

2.

I can determine the meaning of literal Reasoning
and nonliteral words and phrases as
they are used in a text.

Assessment Method
SR, WR, PA, PC
Selected response, written
response,

Written response,
personal communication

• What do students need to
know to solve this problem?
• What Depth of Knowledge
Level is this problem?
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• What do students need to know to solve this problem?
• What Depth of Knowledge Level is this problem?

?
blem
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• What do students have to know to do this problem?
• What Depth of Knowledge Level is this problem?
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• What do students
need to know to
solve this problem?
• What Depth of
Knowledge Level is
this problem?

• What do students have to know to do this problem?
• What Depth of Knowledge Level is this problem?

The Keys
to
Quality
Assessment
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Key to Quality Four:
Effective Communication
BIG Ideas…
Results are communicated to intended users in a TIMELY
and UNDERSTANDABLE way.
v Provides descriptive
feedback learners need
to grow.
Turn & Talk:
When have you received
effective feedback?
Ineffective?
What was the effect?

Key Four: Effective
Communication Competencies
v Assessment results function to increase student

achievement. Results are managed well, combined
appropriately, and communicated effectively.
v Use assessment information to plan instruction.
v Offer effective feedback to students during the

learning.
v Record formative and summative assessment

information accurately.
v Combine and summarize information appropriately to

accurately reflect current level of student learning.

Descriptive or Evaluative?
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The Keys
to
Quality
Assessment

Keys to Quality 5: Student Involvement
What contributes most to student learning success?
Students decide —
v whether the learning is worth the effort required to attain it.
v whether they are capable of reaching the learning target.
v whether it’s worth the effort to keep learning or quit working.

“WE MUST KEEP ____________ IN TOUCH WITH

THEIR PROGRESS AS LEARNERS THAT KEEP THEM
BELIEVING IN THEMSELVES AS LEARNERS SO THAT
THEY WILL KEEP TRYING!” - CASL, 2012, P.9

Key Five: Competencies
v Students are active participants in the

assessment process.
v Identify students as important users of

assessment information.
v Share learning targets and standards of quality

with students.
v Design assessments so students can self-assess

and set goals on the basis of results.
v Involve students in tracking, reflecting on, and

sharing their own learning progress.
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Seven Strategies of Assessment for Learning
v Where am I going?
1.

Provide clear and understandable vision of the learning target.

2.

Use examples and models of strong and weak work.

v Where am I now?
3.

Offer regular descriptive feedback.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ed2KRddgv-4

4.

Teach students to self-assess and set goals.

v How can I close the gap?
5.

Design lessons to focus on one learning target or aspect of quality
at a time.

6.

Teach students focused revision.

7.

Engage students in self-reflection, and let them keep track of and
share their learning.

What do we gain when we make our own
assessments?
v Increased knowledge of the standard
v Alignment with colleagues
v Quality control
v Ability to revise/add/drop depending on what we

need to know from our learners
v Ownership

CFA Team
Example

• Rubric Maker
• Make your own rubrics, use or adapt
pre-made rubrics.
• Quick and easy!!
• http://rubistar.4teachers.org/
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Learning Targets
v I can articulate the BIG IDEAS of each of the

5 Keys to Quality Assessment.
v I can implement at least two strategies from

the 5 Keys to Quality Assessment to create a
more robust picture of student growth and
achievement.
v I can evaluate assessments and determine

their DOK.

Reflecting On Your Day
v Take a few minutes to think about

your learning from today.
v What can you use to help your

school teams move forward?

7 Minute 56 Second Break

http://www.online-stopwatch.com/candle-timer/full-screen/
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